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1 THE COURT: I would appreciate your

2 taking as much time as you need* I have had a

3 chance over the weekend to review and am now

4 refreshed on the various documents submitted; bat,

5 quite frankly, there is enough here that is unique

6 that I would not resent at all hearing you repeat

7 things that you have in your pleadings, et cetera,

8 I would not be offended* I may have to hear some

9 of this four or five times before it sinks in*

10 I believe it is your motion, so I will

11 hear you first.

12 MR- ENGLISH: Yes, it is.

13 Your Honor, this is a motion to dismiss

14 the Complaint, and l e t me make i t clear that there

15 are several purposes, I think, to be served by the

16 mot ion.

17 The primary purpose i s to try to simplify

13 an obviously complex l i t i g a t i o n in a way that

19 would enable the Court and counsel to handle i t

20 expeditiously*

21 The second purpose is to eliminate the

22 Mt. Laurel i s sues , which I submit cannot and

23 should not be properly raised by th is particular

24 plaintiff.

25 The real d i f f i cu l ty that I have in
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approaching the f i r s t aspect of the motion i s that

we no longer have the common law forums of action

or the common law pleading, and whatever may have

been the drawbacks to that system, at least i t

had the merit of requiring the pleadings to be

clear and by various counts devoted to only one

aspect, one complete aspect of the total

controversy.

Now, we are supposed to be modern and

forward-looking and l iberal and a l l that kind of

thing, and i t seems almost anything goes in the

pleading; however, I think that the Court has the

power to deal with this s i tuation. The controlling

rule l i1 -2 provides that in construing the rules

of procedure the Court's purpose is to secure

a just determination and simplicity in procedure,

and that i s what I am advocating, fairness in

administration and the elimination of unjustifiable

expense and delay.

I would also remind the Court of the

statement by Mr. Justice Jacobs in the Crescent

Park case, which is quoted in our main brief,

which I think gives the Court a power of

f l e x i b i l i t y to deal with these problems, and

with your Honor's permission I would like to
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- read or extensively paraphrase that quotation.

2 The Court says: HWe have appropriately

- confined litigation to those situations where

A the l i t i g a n t ' s concern with the subject matter

5 evidenced a suf f i c ient stake and real adverseness.

5 In the overall we have given due weight to the

7 interests of individual jus t i ce , along with the

8 public interes t , always bearing in mind that

9 throughout our law we have been sweepingly

10 rejecting procedural frustrations in favor of

H ' just and expeditious determinations on the

12 ultimate merits.11*

13 Now, if the Court please, the ultimate

14 merits, I think, involve the propriety of the

15 zoning of the p l a i n t i f f ' s land, and whatever may

16 be my view of the merits, I certainly concede

17 that that i s a legitimate kind of an issue for

13 the p la in t i f f to raise and to be here in court.

19 I submit, however, that the Complaint goes far

20 beyond that issue and drags in a lo t of matters

21 often in the prayer for r e l i e f which X submit

22 *r« improper, beyond the power of the Court

23 and certainly not appropriate matters, not

24 appropriate actions for this Court to take.

25 Moreover, in reading the Complaint, i t is
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separate what I ca l l the Mt. Laurel issues, and

I assume your Honor understands what I mean by

that, from the issue of the propriety of the

zoning of the p la in t i f f ' s land.

Now, if this case is to be disposed of
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expeditiously and on the real merits of i t , I

submit that the Court ought to limit i t s e l f to

the propriety of the zoning of the p la in t i f f ' s

land and not permit the Mt. Laurel issues to be

raised in this case. This plaintiff is a

developer. We do not have a situation where an

individual who desires housing in Bernards

Township is before the Court to say, MI would like

to l ive in Bernards Township, but I am deprived

of the opportunity to do so because of the zoning

ordinance.1* That is not this case. Your Honor

can take judicial notice of the fact that the

plaint i f f is simply a creature of Johns Manville

Corporation. Plaintiff was incorporated in 1969

after Johns Manville had decided to buy this

property, and the plaintiff was created as a

vehicle for holding t i t l e . Money came from

Johns Manville. Its motive was simply that of

an investment and to make a profit . Johns
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1 Manville knew at the time that this property

2 in Bernards Township was zoned for three acre

3 residential use, single-family houses, and the

4 zoning today is no different than it was then.

5 i think it's a reasonable inference to say that

6 Johns Manville bought this land for the express

7 purpose of busting the zoning and enforcing

8 its desires upon the municipality.

° i think that history has some bearing

10 upon the standing of Allan Dsane to raise the

11 Mt. Laurel issues. It is also a fact known to

1 2 the Court that none of the proposals that Allan

13 Deane has made for the development of its

14 property in either Bedminster or Bernards Township

15 has ever complied with the zoning ordinances that

16 existed at the time.

17 Now, the courts are now, and the

1 8 Borough perhaps even more confused by the way in

which the whole Mt. Laurel problems are to be

handled; but, we have at the present time the

2 1 defendant township under a Court Order to bring

22 its zoning ordinance into compliance with Mt.

23 Laurel by June 18. It is a matter of public

24 knowledge, and I think I can speak for the Court

25 that an ordinance designed to accomplish that



1 was introduced las t weak, and I think there is

2 every reason to expect that i t w i l l be adopted

3 in accordance with the Court's direct ions , so

4 that the issue of whether Bernards Township is

5 being w i l l f u l l y exclusionary and so on is not,

6 in fact , an issue anymore.

7 I think that we can assume that Bernards

8 wi l l have complied to the best of i t s a b i l i t y

9 with the requirements of Mt. Laurel within the

10 next few weeks.

11 I think th i s Court must be aware, as

12 many members of the Bar are aware, that since

13 the Mt. Laurel decision came down i t is a common

14 practice for a developer, and I w i l l not give

15 further characterization, for a developer to

16 u t i l i z e the Mt. Laurel decision as a weapon to

17 bother the municipality. The developer's

18 interest , aa Judge Lane pointed out in the

19 Opinion we annexed to our reply brief, the

20 developer's only real interest i s the zoning

21 of his property, and here these very complex,

22 d i f f i c u l t Mt. Laurel issues get in the case,

23 and when you are a l l through i t may have no

24 bearing at a l l upon the actual zoning of the

25 p l a i n t i f f ' s property because there may be a
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great many environmental reasons, planning reasons,

other reasons why the plaintiff 's tract is not the

appropriate place on which to locate the kind

4
of housing that would be needed to comply with

the Mt. Laurel decision, with the result that the
6

courts are being put to the necessity of trying
7

extensive, time consuming, complicated issues
8

which have no real effect upon the ultimate rights
9

or interests of the plaintiff.
10

I submit that while the public policy of
free action to the Court is important, most

12
important, X think the necessity of maintaining

13
our judicial administration intact to try to help

14
it from collapsing under the weight of what is

15
left upon it, the Court in the exercise of its

16
discretion and in accordance with Rule 1:1-2 and

17
the principles enunciated by Justice Jacobs in

18
the Crescent Park case which are referred to,

19
has the right and the power to rule that in

20
this case the Allan Deane Corporation does not

21
have standing to raise Mt. Laurel issues. I

22
submit that if the Court agrees with that position,

23
the appropriate way to deal with it is to dismiss

24
the Complaint.

25
Furthermore, I think the Complaint should
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be dismissed for failure to join the Somerset

County Planning Board as a party.

Now, one way to cure that would be to ,

if the p la in t i f f s saw f i t , to amend and eliminate

i t s indirect attack on the val idi ty of the

Somerset County Master Plan; but, i t seems to

me as I read the Complaint, that if they intend

to attack the Somerset County Master Plan as a

valid and reasonable plan, then the County

Planning Board should be in court to give the

Court the benefit of i t s views, and that the

Board's plans should not be stricken out by the

Court in a proceeding in which the Board was not

a party and had no opportunity to appear.

I think technically the form of r e l i e f

sought in one of the forms of re l ie f sought in

the Complaint — namely, to enjoin the Township

from permitting AT&T to occupy i t3 building

would c a l l for AT&T being a party, since i t

would be affected; but, I would suggest to your

Honor that perhaps the more practical way to

deal with that problem would be t h i s : Instead

of requiring AT&T to s i t here a l l through

the t r i a l , if, and contrary to the position we

take, tha Court should get to the stage of
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1 considering the injunctive r e l i e f against

2 occupation of the AT&T building, perhaps at that

3 point i t would be su f f i c i en t i f AT&T were brought

4 in on some form of notice and given a chance to

5 be heard.

6 If I may recapi tu late , I submit that the

7 Complaint should be stricken e s s e n t i a l l y on the

8 good old-fashioned ground that i t i s dupl ic i t ious

9 and multifarious and has so many things mixed up

10 that i t ' s going to present the Court and counsel

11 with very real problems in handling the case on

12 an orderly b a s i s .

13 Secondly, I submit that the Complaint

14 should be dismissed insofar as i t ra i ses Mt.

15 Laurel i ssues because we contend that Allan Daan9

16 Corporation has no rea l , substant ia l and l e g i t i -

17 mate interes t in those i s sues . I think on the

18 basis of history i t is reasonable to conclude that

1 9 they have been brought in here simply as a means

20 of putting the squeeze on the Township, and I

21 do not think the Court should be imposed on by

22 the prolongation of a t r i a l for two to three

23 weeks for any such purpose as that .

24 Thirdly, I think the Complaint should

25 be dismissed for fa i lure to join the County
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Planning Board as a party; and if we get to tha

stage at the end of the trial where AT&T rights

3 are going to be affected, I submit at that time

A

i t would be sufficient to bring them before the

Court by appropriate notice*

6
THE COURT: Just a moment, counsel*

7
MR* HILL: Your Honor, defendants

8
argue that there are two purposes for this

9

motion - one is to simplify a complex issue, and

we certainly concede to dismissing a Complaint

which would simplify complex issues; an<3 two, to
12

eliminate the Mt. Laurel issues.
13

Your Honor, we spent some time on the
14

Complaint. If you read the Complaint over, it

follows the rationale of Mt* Laurel as we under-

stand it* The Complaint describes the munici-

17
pality of the application* It has a whole section

18
on the effect of the exclusionary zoning on the

19
general welfare*

20
I think, as your Honor realizes, there

21
has been no answer filed to the Complaint* For

22
the purpose of this motion every allegation in

23
that Complaint should be taken by your Honor as

24
true*

25
The first point in defendant's brief is
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1 that we seek to ask for relief which goes beyond

2 the relief usually requested in the traditional

3 and exclusionary zoning case* If litigants were

4 not allowed to request different relief from the

5 courts, there would be no evolution of the law at

all. In fact, the relief that we request is

' all relief that the courts in New Jersey or courts

in other states have granted applicants.
o

I witnessed the argument in the Madison

10 Township case, the most recent argument before

11 the New Jersey Supreme Court, and the Public
12

Advocate is arguing strongly and the Supreme Court
13

is presently considering the issue as to whether
14

• or not in order to promote Mt. Laurel, in order

to encourage this kind of l it igation, because the

courts have said that one of the greatest
17

priorities in New Jersey today is the need for
18

housing at a l l ranges of the income spectrum, the
19

Public Advocate advocates that in order to encourag
20

this kind of litigation there should be a reward to
21

a developer that successfully challenges under
22

Mr. Laurel and accomplishes through a court
23

decision a change in policy for the public good,
24

and that raward 3hould be that the Court should
25

award a building permit. This has been done, as
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I stated in my brief, in Illinois and in

Pennsylvania, and the Court was very concerned

six or seven months ago that since Mt. Laurel /ery

little housing had been built in Madison Township.

This case has been in the courts for six or seven

years, and still not one house or not one unit

of low or moderate income housing has been

constructed.

Now, in this particular matter, I can

represent to the Court that our client is

determined to pursue it, since the investment here

is very substantial. The property is owned out-

right by Allan-Deane3 and they view development

as being impossible under the present zoning, and

they are determined to litigate this to its

conclusion. These are the most complicated kinds

of cases probably being started in New Jersey

today.

If you read Mt, Laurel >ith the language,

"fair share," it is very similar to the language

of an antitrust case where they are talking about

unfair compensation, the use of social and

economic data and the need to establish through

sociC'?^onomic evidence that a wrong exists makes

the case very complicated.
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Now, I don't believe that the average

developer could afford to bring these kinds of

cases and l i t i g a t e them successfully and present

the Court with the kind of evidence that a Court

needs in order to make decisions of this kind.

We represent that £llan Deane is willing to go to

this effort and is will ing to prepare th i s case

and present the Court with what i t needs in order

to make a determination; and, if Mt. Laurel is to

have any v i t a l i t y at a l l , the private sector cannot

be excluded from raising these important soc ia l

issues .

Allan Deane has alleged that for the

purpose of thi3 motion your Honor must assume that

fact to ba true, that they intend to build at a l l

rangas of the income spectrum, including low and

moderate income housing.

We think, as we stated in our brief,

that there is no precedent in Hew Jersey for

striking a Complaint, l e t alone striking a prayer

for re l ie f , or l e t alone dismiss ing a Complaint

because the prayer for re l ie f goes too far. It

i s up to your Honor to determine what re l ie f we

are entit led to , and the only part of the case

that should be considered on th is kind of a motion,
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your Honor, is whether the facts , if they are a l l

true, en t i t l e the plaint i f f to any re l ie f at

a l l .

On the question of standing, we have

briefed extensively the question of standing,

and i t i s our position that the Mt. Laurel case,

i t s e l f , has the key.

If your Honor wi l l recal l , in the Mt.

Laurel case the t r i a l court had held that the

pla int i f f s in Mt. Laurel had standing, the

resident p la int i f f s had standing because residence

alone under exist ing New Jersey law gave them

standing. The New Jersey Supreme Court —

THE COURT: They were not corporate

residents, were they?

MR. HILL: Excuse me?

THE COURT: They were not corporate

residents.

MR. HILL: No, they were not corporate

residents*

The cases talk about taxpayers, your

Honor, and we don't think that the corporate setup

should make a difference in our c l i e n t ' s

standing. 3y and large, a l l developers of means

wi l l be incorporated, and the courts of this state
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determine their own policy as to who is going to

have access to the courts, and the type of

reasoning which the courts pretty uniformly have

adopted is to examine the public policy involved

in allowing applicants to , in allowing these

kinds of cases to coma to the court* We think,
is one

that the Mt. Laurel case, i t s e l f , / i n which the

judiciary expresses the opinion that this i s ,

the lack of housing in New Jersey is the number

one priority in this state , as Justice, as Judge

Furman pointed out just five or six days ago.

The judiciary ±3 not alone in making this

determination. The State Legislature, each branch

of government has made that determination

independently. The Governor late last month

in Executive Ordar 35 determined i t was a top

priority in New Jersey, so that each branch of

government has stated that of top priority in

the state i s the issue of providing housing at

a l l spectrums, at a l l income spectrurns.

Now, one of the greatest social problem

areas in Hew Jersey today is the lack of housing,

particularly in the lower income spectrum, for

persons in the lower income spectrum.

If you wi l l look at the Mt. Laurel case.
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i t se l f , your Honor, the Court —

THE COURT: What page? I wi l l follow

along with you.

MR. HILL: The Court says at page 159 - -

th is is page 16 of my brief, your Honor,

THE COURT: Okay, I am with you.

MR. HILL: At footnote 3, "The Township

originally challenged p la in t i f f ' s standing to

bring this action. The t r ia l court properly held

that the resident p la int i f f s had adequate standing

to ground the entire action and found i t

unnecessary to pass on that of the other

p la in t i f f s . The issue has not been raised on

appeal. We merely add that both categories of

non-resident individuals likewise have standing,"

and c i te N.J.S.A. 40:55-47.1, and Walker v.

Borough of Stanhope.

N.J.S.A. 40:55-47.1 s tates: "For the

purposes of the art ic le to which this act is a

supplement, the term 'other interested parties*

in a criminal or quasi criminal proceeding shall

include: (a) Any c i t izen of the State of Hew

Jersey; and (b) In the case of a c i v i l proceeding

in any court or in an administrative proceeding

before a municipal agency, any person, whether
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18
residing within or without the municipality, whose

right to use, acquire, or enjoy property i s or may

be effectad by any action takan under the act to

which this act is a supplement."

That i s a planning act, your Honor,

and they al3O c i te Walker v. Borough of Stanhope,

which I discuss in my brief and which was a case

that extended standing to challenge zoning in a

traditional zoning case. In that case a

municipality had excluded trai ler parks, and a

salesman's company that sold trai ler park3 in

some other municipality was given standing to

attack that municipality's zoning ordinance, and

the court/ the Supreina Court made i t clear in

Walker v. Stanhope that the tes t was real

adverseness.

We think that if Mt. Laurel is going to

have any v i t a l i t y , that the private sector must

be given standing to raise these issues. The only

other parties that are raising these issues are

the Public Advocate's office and privately funded

groups, such as Suburban Action, and in order

for the Court's public policy decision to be

enforced uniformly in New Jersey, i t must, we

feel , be incorporated. The private sector must
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have standing, and, as I have stated, Johns

Manvilla or Allan Deane has stated in the Complaint

that they intend to build lew and moderate income

housing. They have stated in the Complaint that

there i s a great housing need in Somerset County,

which your Honor must assume to be true, and that

the construction according to the plan on the

Allan Deane tract would substantially relieve that

need and would substantially allow Bernards to

provide i t s fair share of the regional housing

need.

Every t r ia l court which is considering

this question has decided that individual plaintiff

have standing in New Jersey. The only cases that

are apposite are the Federal cases which turn on

the case in controversy argument. Defendants c i te

several Federal cases in their f i r s t brief, and

if your Honor would examine these, a l l of them

turn on the case of controversy. United Stats3

constitutional limitations on the Federal Courts.

The New Jersey Supreme Court has held over

and over again in the cases that we have cited

in our brief that the New Jersey Constitution

contains no such language and that they wi l l not

be bound by those limitations on the court's
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1 ability to decide the cases, that New Jersey has

2 adopted the liberal rule that where there is real

3 adverseness and where the court senses that there

4 is a wrong, applicants* plaintiffs generally will

5 have the right to be heard, and we think that

Allan Deans should clearly have standing under

7 the existing case law in New Jersey.

8
The third issue which the defendants

Q

7 raise is the issue of whether the Somerset County

1 0 Planning Board should be joined as a party to

1 1 this l i t igation.

We pointed out in our brief that your
13

Honor has held, and we ^hink correctly, that the
14

Planning Board has no authority in New Jersey,

no power in New Jersey beyond the power to

suggest and to be consulted with over local
17' zoning.
18

THE COUKTs That was my second reluctant
decision.

20

MR« HILL: And your Honor cited the

Supreme Court's decision in Mt. Laurel, and we

think that's a correct reading of the Mt. Laurel
23

case •
2 4 THE COURT: How about in light of the
25

statute that does finally come into effect in
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July? I t seems that the Legislature, amazingly

to this Court, seems to have abided by the hint

in footnote 46 or 48 of Mt. Laurel, and has come

through with a requirement that municipal zoning

conform to county land use master planning.

MR. HILL: Or state why i t does not

conform to their Master Plan*

THE COURT: Wouldn't that require at least

a statement on a rational basis , not just,

"We don't like it?"

MR. HILL: Well, we wi l l have to wait

for some court decisions on the new land use

law, which, as your Honor points out, is not yet

into effect .

Yes, they must reconcile their zoning or

explain the reasoning in their Master Plan why

their zoning does not conform with not only the

County Master Plan, but their neighbors' zoning.

THE COURT: Isn't that going to make i t

quite di f f icul t for them to deviate if they are

going to continue to go on bended knee for Federal

funds for anything and everything, because that

proviso is now in practically every Federal grant

program. If they want a sewer or money for a

court or machine guns for the trunks of their
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police cars, they have t o show that the Master

Plan conforms with regional master planning and

county master planning, which by State law must

jibe with regional master planning.

MR. HILL: They should conform with their

neighbor's zoning, more importantly than, i t would

seem to me, your Honor, than with the county.

They must only explain why they don't conform with

the county, and i t seems to me the burden is

greater and rat ional ly and legal ly I think the

greater problem - -

Tffi COURT: Do you think there is any

likelihood that the town i s going to slam the door

in i t s own face on sewer qrants and road grants?

MR. HILL: Well, if the Governor's

Executive Order No. 35 is enforced, every town

that does not meet i t s fair share of the regional

need already has slammed that door.

I do not be l ieve , and I am just

speculating, your Honor, that the Somerset Hi l l s

are not interested in Federal grants. They are

much more interested in reserving their present

tax ratable posit ion and their present rural

atmosphere•

Your Honor, th is i s not the place to
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1 argue the substance of the case*

2 THE COURT: I do have to have some

3 fee l of the substance of the case, because somehow

4 th i s motion requires me to go through the language

5 of the Complaint to the meat of the Complaint,

and the one thing that I am most concerned about

and that keeps coming back to my mind as I try to

attack th i s motion in l ight of the Complaint is

whether there is a real interest in Allan Deans

10 in achieving a result found to be desirable under

11 the broad mantle of Mt, Laurel. What I am saying

12 indirectly in that past statement is where do I

find other than the blatant assertion — I think

14 you refer to i t in paragraph 29, but I am not

15 sure — other than the blatant assertion that

Allan Deans i s going to build housing at a l l

17 income l eve l s , including subsidized l eve l s , where

do I find any substance to that when there has not

1 9 been a proposal seeking a variance, and, if

2 0 denied, an appeal of that variance? We are back

2 1 to Catch 22, because you don't want to pay

22 $180,000 to have that considered.

MR. HILL: Your Honor, to begin with,

24 uniformly I have got 20 cases that were decided

2 5 since Mt. Laurel, unpublished decis ions .
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1 Uniformly developer applicants, and mostly small

^ developers come in and ask for a zoning change

3 and they ask for a use variance, and uniformly

4 all the cases since Mt. Laurel say that you are

* not entitled to the use variance, but you may

attack, the ordinance on Mt. Laurel grounds.

Clearly you cannot satisfy the negative criteria

of 40:55 something (d), the use variance

9 statute.

Here we have the additional problem of

** 1600 acres of land which î  not suitable for a

12
variance. It is such a large area that the

municipality could never be accused of spot

14

zoning vi-here they could zone the Allan-Deane land

alone. Clearly any change by the Zoning Board

of Adjustment either does not conform v.ith the
17

Master Plan and the zoning ordinance could not
18

satisfy the section, the negative criteria of
19

the use variance statute.
20

The courts have held over and over again —
Oh, Showcase Properties ;. East Brunswick, an

11
Appellate Division case, holds that if a

23
municipality does not by its zoning provide for

24
any multi-family housing, the Board of Adjustment

25
may not allow it as a use variance, because
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to allow something not provided for in the zoning

ordinance as a use variance per se does not

satisfy the negative cr i ter ia . The remedy i s

to get a zoning change.

I can brief this extensively for your

Honor.

THE COURTS I am with you. I wi l l follow

you orally.

MR. HILL: In the f i r s t Allan Deans case,

suit was brought like this , and during the

pendency of that action Allan Deane applied for —

that's the Bedminster case - - f o r a use variance,

and the use variance was denied. That part of i t

was not appealled, because i t was a useless act

under our existing law. It was a proper act,

so that we could not be accused of not exhausting

administrative remedies; but, we were willing to

take our chances on that, your Honor.

We don't think this is a proper case for

use variances. There is much too much property

involved. It is not small change. Any taxpayer

in Bernards Township could get the Zoning Board

of Adjustment and the Zoning Committee reversed

were they to allow 1600 acres for multi-family

housing as a use variance than to hold that this
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was in conformanee with a Master Plan zoning

ordinance, which they must hold in order to

satisfy the negative criteria of the statute.

THE COURT: It would do rather strong

violence to the existing plan, whether you agree

w ith the plan or not.

Here is the issue I want to raise, and I

would really like to hear an answer to it*

One of the strongest arguments Mr.

English proposes is that we are here facing

probably a four or five week trial which will tie

up one of four or, if it's reached in the fall,

five available courts in this county for a period

of time in which certainly 15 criminal trials

could be heard and decided, and we have a terrible

backlog; certainly 125 divorces could be heard,

granted or denied, and we have a terrible

backlog; and at least 200 juvenile cases could

be decided and disposed of promptly and speedily.

Now, where do I get in all of this

mountain of paper other than the bald assertion

that Allan Deane now wishes to become an agency

of social good, the substance that Allan Deane

has altered its attitude since the testimony

presented by its agents in Allan Deane versus
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Bedminstar and Allan Deane against Cha3wick

that their desire was to ut i l i ze their adjacent

holdings in Bedminster for purposes that certainly

would be of l i t t l e or no even academic interest

to those with incomes under $50,000 a year?

MR. HILL: Your Honor, I have advised my

c l i ent that for the purposes of standing, their

standing to bring this action through a large

extent depends upon their willingness to provide

some low or moderate income housing in tha Allan

Deane tract .

A corporation makes a corporate decision.

I cannot represent what wi l l be their decision.

All I can say is that the Complaint was reviewed

at length by the top off icers , not only of Allan

Deane and Johns Manville Property Corporation,

but the parent Johns Manville Products Corporation,

and i t was approved and i t was fi led with the

court, and your Honor must take for the purpose

of th is motion a l l the allegations contained

therein as true. If discovery, if in discovery

Mr. English were to determine that Allan Deane

had no intent to provide housing except at the

highest income levels and that that housing is

already available .n Bernards Township, I would
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expect him to come before the court, file a few

depositions and say, "Your Honor, I renew my

motion on standing. I think the Court should get

to the meat of this issue now* Allan Deane should

not be allowed to have standing.*

Under the case law, you know that would

7 be a difficult decision. I argued that case in

the Taberna case, which is attached, your Honor.

There clearly we had clear testimony, as I have

0 stated in the brief, that the builder intended

11 to build $55#000 condominiums. The planner said

that you could afford twice your family income,

so that thair housing was not affordable to any-

14

body making l e s s than $27,500 a year.

Montgomery Township had deraographically

had much lower income than Bernards.
17

THE COURT: Don't t e l l Montgomery that .
1 8 MB. HILL: What?
19

THE COURT: Don't t e l l Montgomery that .
20

They think they re Princeton.
21

MR. HILL: In any case, that did not
22

sit with Judge Meredith. Judge Meredith, in what
23

I thought was a carefully reasoned decision,
24

but it's open game, because I believe that the
25

courts will be very liberal in understanding
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Mt. Laurel, because the Supreme Court is very

upset that no housing is being bui l t in New

Jersey. Mt, Laurel is coming on to be a year

old, and Justice Pashman particularly in the

Madison Township argument thought that the

Court had to go much, much further i f they were

going to accomplish anything in th is area, that

every municipality was dragging i t s heels, and

he said how can a municipality, talking about

Madison, come before th i s Court and argue that

they are trying affirmatively to provide their

fair share when they don't even have a housing

authority*

Now, no municipality in Somerset County

except Soraervilla has a housing authority, your

Honor. I think that the law as handed down by

the Supreme Court w i l l get tougher. I think the

Court i s very convinced of the rightness of the

decision, and they went to a great deal of

trouble in Mt. Laurel to make sure that the

Legislature could not, not to base i t on the

statute, but to base i t on the New Jersey

Constitution so that neither the Legislature nor

the United States Suprema Court could reverse

them.
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I t ' s very interesting in tarms of

judicial relationship with the Legislature, but

i t represents a very strong-minded attempt,

strong-minded decision that what they are doing

is right and i t was going to be the law of the

State of New Jersey, and they didn't care what the

United States Supreme Court or the State

Legislature might later decide was wisest. They

were basing i t on the New Jersey Constitution

which they alone had supreme authority to

interpret*

Now, I am just projecting what a Court

might do, and going to the Somerset County issue,

your Honor, originally they had drafted this

Complaint to include Somerset County as a

defendant* We passed that Complaint around at

the office and sent i t to Denver and discussed

it at some length, and we decided that this was

going to be very expensive and time consuming

l i t igat ion.

I don't know if your Honor knows how

many depositions were taken in the f i r s t

Bedminster case, but this case is even more

involved because the issues have gotten much

broader, and to participate in this kind of
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1 litigation is not inexpensive. If there are 50

2 or 60 or 80 depositions held on 50 or 60 or 30

3 different days and the Board of Freeholders does

4 not authorize counsel of the Planning Board to

5 attend all these depositions* we have one attorney

who is at a disadvantage with the other attorneys.

1 The more parties we have the more complicated the
Q

suit becomes and the longer i t will be before

9

i t is tried, and the more complex the issues are

going to be*

11 We discussed in the office what we could
12

get from the County Planning Board, and we fe l t
13

that it could possibly be an order from your
14

Honor. We frankly believe that the County Planning

Board is not doing its duty in the sense that they

don't seem to understand that housing is a number
17

one planning priority in Hew Jersey. They are
18

conducting study after study on the environment,
19

but they are not conducting studies, this County
20

Planning Board is not conducting studies that we
21

know about on the need for housing in and around
22

Central New Jersey and Somerset County in the
23

Somerset Hills. They have counted the apartments.
24

They have a nice little pamphlet on how pleasant
25

apartment living can be in Somerset County; but
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you know, the County Planner moreover is making

statements that he does not believe in Mt. Laurel

and municipalities should not be in a great hurry

to provide their fair share of the regional need

because maybe the law w i l l change, and it*3 a l l

very confusing and there i s nothing that

municipalities can do.

In other words, your Honor, we think

that the County Planning Board is a great problem,

because i t ' s cooperating with municipalities in

their attempt to frustrate the Court, the State

Legislature and the executive wishes that lew and

moderate income housing at a l l income spectrums be

made available in New Jersey,

THE COURT: I don't see how you can

attack the county land use plan without making

the county, at least the County Planning Board

a party.

MR, HILL: Well, your Honor - -

THE COURT: How would the Court get the

right to consider that plan if the County Planning

Board were not a party?

MR. HILL: Your Honor, we say the plan

is irrelevant, and we wi l l have numerous witnesses

saying that the plan is not based on sound
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logic . Mr. Roach wi l l no doubt t e s t i fy , as he

did in the Bedminster case, that the plan i3

great. He has written l e t ters to the State of

New Jersey, to the Department of Community

Affairs, to the Department of the Public Advocate

trying to get them involved in the Bedminster case

on the appeals. He fee ls strongly that the

Somerset Hi l l s should be preserved forever as

New Jersey's Grand Canyon, except for the AT&T

f a c i l i t i e s , which ironically were not many years

ago three acre residential zoning, just as the

Allan Daana property i s .

We think that our problem i s that

practically speaking, i f we have a party in th i s

action who wi l l not devote the resources, w i l l not

participate in the action, i t 1 3 delaying everybody.

The Somerset County Planning Board was

a party in every sense of the word in the

Bedminster su i t . If the Board of Freeholders or

the County Planning Board wants to vote and

seeks to join this action, and presumably they

would then vote the necessary funding so that

their attorneys could follow the action and follow

the discovery, we wi l l not object to them becoming

a party. I t would make discovery somewhat easier
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if they were a party, but we fe l t in the long run

that in having a governmental body, a party

to the action that was not putting in the same

time and developing and fine-tuning the case

to the same degree that the real parties in

interest were would just be confusing.

We have no objection, your Honor, if you

want to make the Somerset County Planning Board a

party, but we think that the better practice

would be to le t them make that decision and l e t

the Board of Freeholders decide whether they are

will ing to spend the resources so that an

attorney can actively participate and follow this

case along rather than to drag them in and have

tham perhaps give instructions to their attorney,

you know, not to bother with the discovery, but

to be there at the t r i a l , in which case one of

the most sophisticated, complicated kinds of

suits that exis ts today would be participated in

by a party that could not be of real assistance

to the Court.

THE COURT: That is actually the

difference between their being a nominal party

and their being an active party, real ly , i sn ' t

that what you are arguing?
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x MR. HILL: Yes.

2 THE COURT: But, I am not a nominal

3 party. I may be dense, but X don't see how you

4 can attack the v a l i d i t y of the county land use

5 plan v i s - a - v i s regional planning and v i s - a - v i s

6 municipal planning, e t ce tera .

7 MR. HILL: Your Honor, we f ee l that

8 their only power i s advisory.

9 THE COURT: How about under the July

10 statute?

11 MR. HILL: We have no objection to their

12 being a party. I t w i l l make discovery much, much

13 eas ier , your Honor. We wouldn't have to go to

14 your Honor for orders to subpoena them and their

15 records if they were a party. We can, by just

16 noticing them, send large numbers of people to go

17 through their f i l e s , which we are prepared to

18 do, your Honor; but, the only problem, and i t is

19 one that we had not decided f ina l ly in our own

20 minds, i s that unless they have the Board of

21 Freeholders give them the resources to act ive ly

22 I participate in the case, we are going to have a

23 l o t of motions and they may be delayed, because

24 somebody who i s not ac t ive ly in the case has

25 a t r i a l somewhere e l s e , and we just thought that
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1 the case could be more cleanly and e f f i c i e n t l y

2 prosecuted without them, unless they affirmatively

3 voted to come in . That was our pos i t ion .

4 As to AT&T, I gather that the defendants

5 have withdrawn the motion that they be made a

6 party now.

7 Allan-Deane has no desire to keep AT&T

8 out of their building. We real ly are arguing

9 that 3500 new employees are in the course of

10 moving and irreversible patterns of commutation

11 w i l l be establ ished. These people, we be l i eve ,

12 do not have homes, and many of them, the clerks

13 and secretar ies , w i l l not be able to afford

14 housing in the Somerset Hi l l s and w i l l travel long

15 distances, perhaps to central c i t i e s which are

16 already being squeezed out of tax ratables . We

17 think that Bernards fai lure to provide housing

18 today i s irreparably damaging the general welfare

19 of the State of New Jersey.

20 We wanted to point out the other side of

21 that coin, and we argue that AT&T should not be

22 allowed further occupancy of their complex unt i l

23 Bernards has provided their fair share of the

24 regional housing need. We think, and we have

25 researched t h i s , to be frank with your Honor,
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since construction has started and is substantially

underway, that AT&T undoubtedly has a vested right

to their building permit, undoubtedly has a vested

right under conventional law to occupancy permits

if they comply with the codes of Bernards

Township. We do not rea l i s t i ca l ly think that

either we or Bernards Township if they desire,

could stop AT&T today.

THE COURT: I am frightened of the

thought of who would have to pay the damages if

they have to vacate whatever they promised to

vacate so that the new tenants could get in

there. I wouldn't even want to rent the tents .

MR. HILL: What we are arguing, your

Honor, is that these people are moving in today#

and if Mt. Laurel has any meaning, if the

Governor's Executive Order has any meaning, you

are going to have large segments of the population

moving into Bernards Township over the next few

years. Some 7,000 new employees wi l l be moving

out of New York, and we wi l l have in discovery the

income spectrums of these AT&T employees. Like

any other company, the majority of the workers

wa assuma wil l be secretaries and clerks and

people making lass than $20,000 a year, and our
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demographers t e l l us, and we allege in our

Complaint, and our planners and economists ta l l

us that housing today cannot be bought in 3arnards

Township for under $80,000. The latest figure

is $87,000. The Complaint says $80,000, that new

housing cannot be bought for less than $30,000

in Bernards today. Using the planners' rule of

thumb, that means that people earning less than

$40,000 a year cannot live in Bernards Township.

Now, the obviously large, large numbers

of people moving in at the two AT&T sites wil l

not be able to afford to live in Bernards

Township. They will have: to live elsewhere,

probably in 3edminster. You can see some of tham

finding housing in Somervilla. Some of them will

live in Trenton, some of tham wil l live in Hew

Brunswick. These are the central c i t i e s . Thasa

are the ones.

There will be a lot of testimony on that,

your Honor, but in a small way the deterioration

of our c i t i e s is occurring every, everyday when

new employees move in. The energy cr is i s is

worsened. The general welfara to tha extant that

social scientists can talk about the ganaral

welfare and talk about where i t is going is being
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irreparably damaged by this municipality's

insistence that i t must remain an enclave of

affluence and social homogenity.

We argue that we have the right to raise

these issues . We have the duty to raise these

issues . If you do not allow us to raise the

issues and other courts in New Jersey hold the

same, then Mt. Laurel's v i t a l i t y w i l l suffer

greatly.

Under traditional methods of analyzing

whether parties should have access to the courts,

we argue that we should be enti t led to raise these

issues, that we have the resources to l i t i ga te

these issues ef fect ively and to prove the kind of

case that needs to be proved, and we pledge our-

selves to do the homework required to make your

Honor's, or whoever decides the cases, decision

based on substantial facts .

THE COURT: Let me get to you on that

point, because I want to take a recess in a

moment, but I would like to ask you a question

that I would like you to answer after the

recess and after I come back.

It strikes ma from l istening to you and

from reading your submissions, that you in part at
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least, if not almost in whole, argue that Allan-

Deana, the corporate investment, profit-seeking,

developing corporation, has standing to ask

4
relief of the court against a governmental entity

on the basis of the social purpose philosophy

6
of the Mt. Laurel decision - - in other words, the

7
developer in sort of a bootstrap argument does not

8
have to bring in two secretaries at the local

9
housing association just to get standing, that

10
Allan-Deana has a legitimate right to go out and
seek relief sort of acting in its own interest and

12
in the general public interest on the theory of

13
Mt. Laurel, the need for housing and the need for

14
the kind of housing that Mt. Laurel deals with.
You ask that the plaintiff be permitted to seek

16
relief on that basis.

17
Now, whenever you bring a suit you are

18
asking a court to do something. Here in effect

19
you are asking a court to give direction or

20
instruction to a municipal body, a political

21
entity. I am curious to know how you envision

22
this suit is going to boil down and resolve

23
itself from the duplicitious and multifarious

24
issues, as Mr. English so nicely put i t , that now

25
are all spread out to an actual, potential court
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order? What is i t you are going to seek that the

court order? It cannot just be that the existing

zoning on 1600 acres is not valid. All that would

accomplish would be to allow profit motive to be

satisfied* Mt. Laurel clearly says i t was not

decided merely to satisfy a profit motive* Where

are we going? Where do I find here, or what wi l l

you give me today above and beyond what I can find

here in the f i l e to indicate that you are intending

to use the court's time for a purpose that can be

met and that is in compliance with the purpose and

aim of Mt* Laurel? Wherein is the definition?

Where wi l l we get, or where do we have the

definition of when this case is over and done with

Allan-Deane wi l l have afforded an opportunity

for low and moderate income families to have more

housing in the State of New Jersey? I have missed

i t if i t i s in the case thus far, and I wi l l give

you a few minutes to think about i t , because

I need time to stretch my legs*

(The Court declares a short recess.)

MR* HILL: Your Honor has asked me
of

to assure the Court/the fact that the Complaint

states a cause of action in which the Court

can grant rea l i s t i c and practical re l ief . The
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1 Court has indicated that i t s curious as to where

2 th i s i s a l l going and what i t a l l means.

3 I would l ike to just state at the outset ,

4 your Honor, that for the purpose of th is motion

5 we have yet to receive an answer. Al l facts

6 alleged in the Complaint must be assumed to be

7 true, and particularly the facts alleged in

8 Counts 26S, 27, 28 and 29, which I would just

9 l ike t o read to your Honor.

10 "Bernards Township has excluded, through

11 i t s zoning, not only i t s fair share of the

12 regional need for low and moderate income housing,

13 but a l so i t s fair share of the regional need

14 at a l l income leve l s below $30,000 per year.

15 "The development of the Allan-Deane

16 property in accordance with the submitted plan

17 would substantial ly re l ieve the ex is t ing housing

IS shortage in the Bernards Township housing region

19 and would enable persons who cannot presently

20 afford to buy or rent housing in Bernards

21 Township to l ive there."

22 THE COURT: Let me stop you. I may have

23 missed something.

24 "in accordance with the submitted plan."

25 you aig going to rely on tha, what was it, 1976
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1 proposal?

2 MK, HILL: Yes, your Honor,

3 In the Bedminster case, we had a plan

4 called Wordly woods. That plan has been junked

by Allan-Deane Corporation. In February of 1976

6 a new plan was submitted to Bedminster Township

7 and Bernards Township, It cal ls for construction

of approximately 6,000 units of multi-family

housing on a 1600 acre tract, a density of just

four units per acre, and there would be large

1 1 areas where our planners and environmentalists

1 2 thought could be left open spaces. The concept

involved, I believe, five or six vil lages,

scattered villages scattered over the tract.

THE COURT: And portions of those units

were subsidised housing?

17
' MR. HILL: Allan-Deane is in the business

of developing real estate for a profit. We do

19
have, and getting into the substance of the

20

case, a consultant on subsidized housing The

trick in subsidized housing is to build according

to government standards. It is possible for a
23

municipality to frustrate a private developer's
^ attempts to get subsidies, because the Federal

25
Government requirement often 13 that a
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municipality pass a resolution exempting the

subsidized units from local taxes. The government

says why should we pay for tham if the

municipality taxes them.

THE COURT: You may not be in a bad

position with a $3h million a year ratable*

You might not be in a bad position on that

argument.

MR. HILL: This is a second generation

Mt. Laurel case, your Honor. There are very many

important issues l e f t open by Mt. Laurel. We

think that in Bernards more than anyplace e lse

the Court is going to be faced with the issue of

what a Court should do with a truly recalcitrant

municipality which is aware of i t s obligation to

provide i t s fair share but i s determined at any

cost not to do so .

We have been looking through early

newspaper art ic les in Bernards which crit icized in

1971 when AT&T f i r s t announced the plan to move

there shortly after i t was razoned from three-

acre residential land to accommodate AT&T.

They were cr i t i c i zed , and, in fact, there were

hearings before the Federal Communications

Commission, which your Honor is aware of, trying
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1 to 3top AT&T on the ground that AT&T employed

2 thousands of Puerto Rican and Spanish and

3 minority group women at their New York site and

4 they would be moving that whole site to Bernards

5 and those people would be unable to commute or

6 afford to commute, low paid clerical and

secretarial employees* AT&T represented and the

Q

° Federal Communications Commission decided that

that was basically not their problem, they were

not the forum in which those issues should be

decided; but, the mayor, then, according to the

1 2 newspapers, promised that Bernards would provide

i t s fair share and fully intended to do so, and

that i t was being unjustly criticized by the

Suburban Action Institute for not moving quickly

enough but moving at their own pace and thinking

since 1968 or 1969 of providing multi-family
18

housing somewhere in Bernards.
19

Your Honor knows, and I was sitting in
20

court two weeks ago when your Honor invalidated the
Bernards Township Zoning Ordinance, a suit in

n
*** which Mr. English was on one side and Mr. Lanagan
23

on the other.
4 I read in the newspaper that they have

25
come up with a highly innovative concept. They
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are having small, 25 acre areas for low and

moderate income only as a special exception, not,

I believa, to be approved unlass they gat their

Federal subsidies f irs t . Whan they do, they will

find that they have a chickan or an egg problem,

and you don't get Federal subsidies unlass you

have land approval and somebody is going to

invalidate that on the ground that the conditions

are unrealistic* They also require that they

cal l them Eggles Donuts because they are

l i t t l e enclaves of low income housing surrounded

by sing la-family residences in a circle around

them on one-acre tracts so that the rest of the

population is not polluted by this low and moderate

income housing*

They will find, and I am sura your Honor

knows of casas in front of you, but if cases come

before this one does in which they will see that

public policy today is not to create ghettos

of low and moderate income housing but to allow

people, regardless of their income to not be

stigmatized by living in these areas. We are

having the newest zoning ordinance which was just

published on Thursday of last week analyzed by

our planners. It is clearly a case of leaning
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over so far backwards that i t becomes economically

impossible for anyone to construct. One hundrad

percent of these floating zone special exception

units in these 25 acre tracts must be low and

moderate. They must a l l have subsidies and none

can be located more than a half a mile from each

other, so that they are in no one part of Bernards

Township. They float over the entire township

except for the land zoned by Mr• Lanagan's c l i ents

and the land zoned by my c l i e n t .

MR. ENGLISH: That i s a tota l ly incorrect

statement, your Honor. I cannot s i t here. The

ordinance is not limited to and does not exclude

i t solely for Mr. Lanagan's lands or Allan-Daana's,

It excludes i t from the whole 3A zone and the

whole PEN zone and very 3imply l imits the proposed

low cost housing to the area serviced or to the

area which can economically be serviced by the

existing sewerage system.

I don't know how much your Honor wants

to get into speculation.

THE COURT: I don't think so far we are

into that.

MR. ENGLISH: I must Object to

incorrect statements.
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MR. HILL: In any case, new frontiers of

ingenuity have been transversed in making it look

like they are complying and in making sure nothing

gets built, and there will be testimony, your

Honor, sooner or later on these various schemes.

I think your Honor is squarely faced in

this case with a municipality that is recalcitrant

to the extreme. They will delay as long as

y they can. When they are finally forced by court

1 0 order, they will use duplicity to try to get out

of really accoinodating any realistic housing.

I think that this case more than any other

13

I know of pending in New Jersey or maybe Mr,

Lanagan's case, i f i t comes up f i r s t , but in any

case -ases involving Bernards To nship are the

clearest example that I know of of governing bodies

and planning boards clearly determined to defy the

° law and drag their feet , and I think the Court
19

will have to face v*hat is clearly one of the

major second generation Mt. Laurel problems of

what do you do with a municipality that won't

comp ly.

2 3 THE COURT: The assurance that I have

^ that you client is the vehicle for reaching that

25
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1 issue is, I understand now, your February 1976

2 plan?

3 MR. HILL: That is correct, your Honor,

4 which provides - - your Honor, we believe that we

5 can establish to the Court's satisfaction that

the entire Allan-Deane property is suitable if

sewered for multi-family housing. The area is

underlined with basalt, as i t says in the

9 Complaint. It i s not an aquafer recharge

10 area. There can be no issue of subsurface water

11 pollution.

12 THE COURT: I don't want to get into

the issues. I just want to make sure that the

issues are here.

15 MR . HILL: Yes.

THE COURT: You seek relief that will

17 result in housing for low and moderate income

people*

A y MR. HILL: The entire spectrum, including

low and moderate income.

Your Honor, Bernards i s discriminating

22 against low and moderate, up to $12,000 in a

23 Somerset County family's annual income, Bernards

24 i 3 not just excluding people making less than

$12,000. I t i s excluding everybody, we a l l ege ,
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1 making less than $40,000, and we think that the

2 people earning between $12,000 and $40,000 are

3 also ent i t led to r e l i e f . Mt. Laurel makes i t

4 clear that every municipality by i t s zoning must

5 accommodate, reasonably accommodate i t s fair share

6 in a l l income spectrums, and the game that i s

7 being played now i s , they c a l l them Eggles Donut3

or something, but these l i t t l e areas of multi-

9 family low and moderate income housing.

10 Now, the Court is going to be faced with

11 the problem of what to do if that zoning i s

12 changed so that i t ' s practical to build these

zones of low and moderate income housing allowing

14 people making l e s s than $12,000 and allowing peopla

15 making more than $40,000 to l ive in Bernards, and

16 people making between $12,000 and $40,000 w i l l

17 not be allowed to l iva in Bernards unless the

present planning i s changed, and we think that

those people are ent i t led to the Court's

20 protection, and we think that Mt. Laurel makes i t

21 clear that a municipality by zoning must provide

22 for a broad range of housing in a l l types that

are needed.

24 Clearly, the market cannot accommodate

without subsidies the low and probably the bottom
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three-quarters portion of the moderate quadrant.

Again, this wi l l have to be established by

testimony.

Moreover, in this case, and what we

are saying to you, your Honor, is that we are

prepared to do a job. We are prepared to bring

economists, sociologists , planners, environmentalis

to tes t i fy and really break down and analyze this

zoning and plan in a way that has not been done

before in our experience in exclusionary zoning

l i t igat ion . This is a second generation suit*

Excepting Mt. Laurel, i t se l f , the

courts have not had really sophisticated socio-

economic analyses of the consequences of

exclusionary zoning, and when you look at the

consequences of exclusionary zoning, if you

read that Complaint, you see that Bernards'

equalized tax rate is going down, down, down, and

the rest of Hew Jersey's equalized tax rate,

New Jersey's generally equalized tax rate is going

up# up, up, and they have accomplished that very

simply by excluding housing and bringing in large

tax ratablas.

THE COURT: That's a l l very interesting,

but the Court i3 tired of taking the negative
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position of throwing out 25 on ing without anything

affirmative being offarad. I just wanted to make

sure there is an affirmative aspect to th i s

suit.

MR. HILL: We think that this is the case

where the Court should overrule the zoning power

and appoint a special master or receiver to take

over the zoning power and to comply with the

Court's order. We don't believe that the Court

will have any success in trying to persuade the

governing bodies and planning boards of this

municipality to comply with the law, because that
they

is not their intent, and/view the area as so

confused that their best bet is to drag their

feet until the communities around them have

complied with their fair share.

We think that the whole rationale of

whether Hew Jersey/ the whole issue of whether

New Jersey should folTow the rationale of the

Casey and Chester dale Farm cases, which we

discussed in our brief at pages 4, 5 and 6, is

ripe* In those cases both the Supreme Court of

Pennsylvania and the Supreme Court of I l l inois

have decided that the only way to encourage

exclusionary zoning litigation and to advance
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that social policy i s to allow developers who

successfully establish that zoning is exclusionary

and whose land is not patently and clearly

and environmentally unfit to have building

permits*

THE COURT: That implies a plan to order

the permits to construct*

MR. HILL: Yes, we have a plan*

The plan has been presented to the Planning Board*

It was be a part of this record* I t ' s referred to

in tha Complaint* The plan is a s i te plan* I t

has a l l kinds of analyses in it* I t ' s many

pages long with maps, and the municipality has

been advised that we believe, if we ara allowed

to construct, that we can construct housing

significantly more cheaply than i t now exists*

We are asking for 6,000 units in Bernards and

Bedminstar, most of them multi-family units*

It i s our hope, and costs are constantly changing,

that we can construct them substantially below

the present market, meet the upper spectrum of

the moderate income in the apartments at least ,

and that we can work with a sponsor and provide,

obtain Federal subsidies and build a substantial

number under Section A of Federal funding or
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through some new Federal or State funding program

so that they would be subsidized. How much we

can do, of course, depends on whether the

municipalities cooperate with us.

I can't come before your Honor and say

that we wi l l build 1,000 units of low and

moderate income housing, because we don't have

the funds now. We would have to apply for them,

and in the final analysis the municipality would

have to cooperate in the tax exemptions in order

for us to get the funds• All I can say is that

we are analyzing that problem and we wil l provide

as many as we can, and we don 't necessarily need

to lose money, because the Federal Government

will subsidize the rent, and the rent subsidies

are enough so that supposedly investors and

developers can turn a modest profit. I t ' s not a

large profit, but Allan-Deana is willing to do

that and has stated that they wi l l do that in the

Complaint.

Basically, your Honor, we think that

this case is a second generation Mt. Laurel case,

and we are prepared to present the evidence and to

raise the really much more sophisticated issues

which have not been raised and which have not been
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clearly defined as yet as to what exactly

constitutes the fair share, and we would press

your Honor for more affirmative action by way

of relief than heretofore provided by any

court in a Mt. Laurel case. We think we are

entitled to that because we think that the quantum

of and the damage to the people's welfare presented

by Bernards Township and the quantum of thair bad

faith is such that this is a case that is ripa for

the Court to show municipalities that the law

in the State of New Jersey shall be followed*

Thank you.

THE COURT: Thank you.

Something may have been said that you

would like to respond to.

MR. ENGLISH: Yes.

If the Court please# I think what has

been argued on behalf of the plaintiff strengthens

the motion to dismiss.

If the Court please, I must take

exception to the unsubstantiated statements to

this Court that Bernards Township has not been

acting in good faith, particularly when

supporting statements for that are incorrect,

such as that Bernards has not had any zoning for
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ordinance. That i s incorrect.

ago

The PRN Ordinance was adopted three year3

If the Court please, I think the basic

question which counsel has not addressed himself

to at a l l is suppose, and I don't concede t h i s .

0 but suppose for the sake of argument that the

9 new Mt. Laurel ordinance, which Bernards is in

the process of adopting, does not comply? Suppose

Bernards concedes that i t must provide, as far as

zoning w i l l permit, suitable locations ft>r low

cost housing. Suppose a l l that. It does not

follow from that that this court or any court

can compel Bernards Township to put i t on the

p l a i n t i f f ' s land, and the basic question i s what

is the suitable use from a planning and zoning

standpoint of the p la in t i f f ' s land, and X submit

that is the sole interest , the sole legitimate

interest that the plainti f f has in this

controversy.

Now, your Honor w i l l recal l by taking

judicial notice of the evidence in the Allan-Deane

Bedminster case that the Somerset County Master

Plan ca l l s for the area where Allan-Daane*s tract
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is located to have a low density* rural settlement

character. It recommended that neither sewers

nor water mains be extended to that area.

Your Honor wi l l recall the planning

reports by Tristate Regional Planning Commission

which argued that headwater areas should remain

relatively free from development. This i s a

headwater area of the Passaic River, which already

has the distinction of being one of the ten roost

polluted rivers in the United States. From a

planning standpoint, i t is absolute nonsense to

put 6,000 dwelling units on 15 or 1600 acres of

land in this location, and even if Bernards

Township has to do a lot more than i t i s presently

trying to do with low cost housing, i t does not

follow from any rational standpoint that such

housing can or should be put on the p la int i f f ' s

land.

So, I submit the f i rs t question and the

dispositive question is what is the validity of

the zoning of the p la int i f f ' s land? Is three

acres reasonable, or is i t not, and if that

question is settled in favor of the Township, I

submit i t does not make any difference what the

Mt. Laurel problems are. That ends this case, and
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that is the extent of the plaintiff's legitimate
2

interest.
3 Now, counsel stated, and I agree with

4
the statement that as far as access to the court

is concerned, the courts determine public policy

6
in allowing certain issues to come to the court,

7
and X am arguing that the Mt. Laurel issues

8
raised by this plaintiff should not come to the

9

court. It was stated on behalf of the plaintiff

that plaintiff views development impossible under

the present zoning. That's a great statement
12

for them to make now because the zoning today
13

is exactly what it was when the plaintiff bought
14

it . and if the plaintiff now figures that he made
a lousy investment, I submit that that is no

16
reason to take up the Court's time for five weeks

17
on a bunch of extraneous issues that have nothing

18
to do with the legitimate interests of the

19
plaintiff.

20
I was interested in the statement by

21
Mr. Hill that if standing is provided, they

22
expressed a willingness to provide low and moderate

23
income housing.

24
Now, if the Court please, thi3 is a

25
clear admission that this whole Mt. Laurel business
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this whole sudden deathbed conversion of Allan-

Deane is admittedly a prof it-making enterprise

and that the concerns of the poor and lonely and

a l l that i s simply a lawyer's gag to get a toe

hold in court to clobber Bernards Township,

and I submit that this Court in i t s discretion

does not have to be imposed upon by a long t r ia l

dealing with issues that have been dredged up for

that purpose.

Now, I make that statement on the basis

of the argument made before your Honor. I submit

that i t is clearly apparent that plaintiff has no

legitimate interest in the Mt. Laurel interests .

They have not been brought up in good fai th.

They are here simply as an imposition on the

defendants and an imposition on the Court, and I

think the motion to dismiss tha Complaint should

therefore be granted.

THE COURT: As I see the defendant's

motion, in essence, in effect , in impact i t i s in

the nature of a very early motion for summary

judgment.

In effect , the motion asserts that given

a l l the facts the way plaintiff asserts them to

be that the case should not be entertained by the
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Court, that the case i s , in essence, primarily an

effort to impose a heavy burden on the municipality

Now, there is a very real concern there*

A municipality is not merely an i t . It is

people, and when you impose costs of t r ia l

preparation, et cetera, upon the people of a

municipality you are, in effect , denying them the

ut i l izat ion of the funds involved for other

purposes; so, the Court states for the record,

and openly acknowledges that i t is very aware

that this type of suit is expensive to prepare

for, to present, et cetera, and for that reason

the motion is not frivolous.

Basically, as I see i t , the plaintiff

can seek and is seeking either or both of the

following rulings from the Court. The f irs t

would be that the zoning as is on p la int i f f ' s

tract i s confiscatory, rendering the tract

unusable and demanding re l ie f .

The second i s that affirmative re l ie f

should be granted by the Court in order to cause

the providing of the type of housing referred to

in the Mt. Laurel decision to cause the social ,

general social good of increased housing for those

portions of the population of the state that are
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in such desperate need for housing.

Now, if the first of those, the

confiscatory aspect is the only purpose of the

suit, much of the relief requested and of the

claims asserted in the Complaint would be totally

irrelevant and would amount to an unwarranted

consumption of time on the part of the Court.

This is why I kept questioning to make sure that

there was a representation in the pleadings and

by counsel that the second aspect of the suit was

real.

The defendant is obviously 15 0% convinced

that that aspect is not real, but the Court has

an assertion before it that it is real. It may

be naive on the Court's part, but for the Court

to be cynical and unbelieving and to deny hope

would be a terrible thing for society. The

Court must always hope that there may well be a

corporation in existence that is willing to act

in large part for the social good.

With that thought in mind, I feel that

the motion is therefore pramature at be3t, and

the motion will be denied without prejudice,

however, to its renewal in whatever appropriate

"forum you may choose if after exercise of
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discovery rights defense counsel believes that i t

has been established that there is no real

intention on the part of p la int i f f to serve the

general public good by providing housing of the

types found worthwhile by the Supreme Court of

t h i s State in i t s Mt. Laurel decision.

If a further investigation of p l a i n t i f f ' s

plans and intentions should demonstrate that there

is no substance to that issue, the Court w i l l not

hesitate to l i s ten again to the essence of the

argument that was presented this morning.

As to ordering the including of the

County Planning Board as a necessary party, the

Court w i l l leave that up to counsel. Forewarned

is forearmed, and the Court just cannot envision

i t , though counsel may see i t and may be able to

succeed at it* Frequently lawyers teach this

Court - - constantly lawyers teach this Court many

things, but i t ' s d i f f i cu l t to see how the County

Master Plan can be reached if the County Planning

Board is not a party, and the Court anticipates

a real issue on the supportive strength, the

understructuring that may well be provided by that

County Master Plan of land use in l ight of the

new planning statute of th is State and in l ight
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of Federal and State laws on grants and aids,

at cetera, regional planning v i s -a -v i s county

planning, the whole network of hidden planning

sanctions that do exist in the law and which

may be reflected now by the Legislature in the

new act, though they weren't at the time of the

Supreme Court's decision in Mt. Laurel.

The Court also w i l l not strike the

requested re l i e f of barring occupancy of the

AT&T structures. The Court w i l l state on the

record that i t is going to take something the

Court has not been able to imagine to bring about

the granting of that kind of re l i e f . I would not

be surprised if that issue were abandoned before

we actually get to t r i a l . I would be very

surprised if i t is not.

Would 30 days be adequate for

answering?

MR. ENGLISH: Yes, s i r .

THE COURT: All r ight .

MR. HILL: Your Honor, we w i l l have to

confer on the County Planning Board. If we f i l e

an Amended Complaint, I understand we can do so

until there is an answer without the order of the

C o ur t .
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Your Honor, if we f i l e an Amended

Complaint within the next week, would the

defendant be required to answer that within 30

days?

THE COURT: I would think so. The

issues have been thought about so thoroughly that

three weeks to answer that count would not be

unreasonably short.

MR. ENGLISH: No, but if he waits 29

days and then f i l e s the Complaint —

THE COURT: We wi l l relax the rules ,

then.

You might well keep in touch with one

another. I have that much respect for both of

you so that I'm sure you wi l l do that.

MR. ENGLISH: I don't want to be in

default. Perhaps your Honor would want to rule

something l ike this: Give us 20 days to answer

either the present Complaint or any amendment,

and then he has 15 days or whatever.

THE COURT: Is 10 days enough to make

your decision?

MR. HILL: Yes, we wi l l either f i l e an

Amended Complaint within 10 days or won't f i l e

an Amended Complaint. I wi l l make that
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representation.

THE COURT: Let's have tha Order ref lect

that the plaint i f f shall have 10 days within

which to f i l e an Amended Complaint at his

discretion.

MR. HILL: From today.

THE COURT: And defendant shall have

20 days.

MR. HILL: Thereafter.

THE COURT: Thereafter, which means 10

days plU3 20 days, so you shall have 30 days from

today to answer the Complaint and any Amended

Complaint filed pursuant to the Order.

I think that covers the issues. If there

is anything left dangling, I will be happy to

address myself to it.

MR. HILL: I think not, your Honor.

MR. ENGLISH: I think your Honor covered

it.

THE COURT: Okay, good. I sometimes

leave things out.

MR. ENGLISH: Who do you want to draft

the Order?

THE COURT: Plaintiff.

All right, I thank you both, and I
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1 think the motion and this morning*s discuss ion

2 has at laast helped clarify things in my mind

3 and even might have made things a l i t t l e clearer

4 to counsel on where this can go.

5 MR. HILL: Thank you, your Honor.

6
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